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PREFACE

This reviewer’s guide contains information on the new Stilo stylus pen and Precision Film for tablets 
and smartphones. Here you will find information on the products’ features and technology, and 
information on how to test the products. Accompanying this guide are the user’s manual and FAQ. 
The Stilo and Precision Films are very easy to use.

Product photos, Stilo and Precision Film logos can be downloaded here:

http://stilopen.com/media/

We encourage you to read this guide prior to testing and refer to it while you write your story. 

Please feel free to quote materials from this guide and our website.

If you encounter any problems during the testing process or have any questions 
regarding your test results, please contact:

jordi@stilopen.com



INTRODUCTION

Stilo is the industry’s best fine-tip universal active stylus pen for tablets, smartphones, and other 
electronic devices with capacitive touchscreens. After years of R&D, we have developed a user-friendly, 
fine-tip stylus pen that works on almost all devices with capacitive touchscreens—without the hassles 
of apps or Bluetooth connections. Simply switch on the Stilo, and it’s ready to use. 

Stilo uses the latest active sensing technology to deliver accuracy and precision, bringing the 
experience of pen and paper to the digital world. It’s a must-have accessory for tablets and 
smartphones, overcoming the limitations of keyboard, mouse, or finger input. Go ahead and sketch a 
mathematic formula, or quickly jot notes on a picture or document. With straight lines and perfect 
circles, your digital calligraphy will look clean and professional. The possibilities are endless, from 
taking notes at school and business meetings to editing documents and capturing signatures.

Stilo works with more devices than other fine-tip active stylus pens on the market, providing optimal 
performance even with glass or film screen protectors thanks to Stilo’s adjustable sensitivity tip. Stilo 
has far less lag and is more responsive than competing products, allowing users to interact with their 
devices in a more natural way.

To improve the traction between the stylus tip and tablet surface even further, we offer Precision 
Film that enhances surface characteristics. Our Precision Film can also be used with other styluses 
on the market.
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KEY BENEFITS

 • Improves productivity with more natural device interaction
 • Super-thin 1.9mm soft plastic fine tip ensures accuracy
 • Ready to use right out of the box—no apps or Bluetooth required
 • Supports 10 hours of continuous use on a single AAA battery
 • Compatible with almost all capacitive touchscreen devices, 
  even those with screen protectors
 • Works with most apps for taking notes, sketching, and drawing
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STILO - SPECIFICATIONS

 1.9MM FINE TIP
 Thin tip provides superior control and traction against tablet screens and is optimal when used  
 with Precision Film. It is made of durable material that will last the lifetime of the Stilo yet is  
 easy on tablet screens and won’t scratch the surface. Active stylus technology reduces offset  
 and lag time between Stilo tip and trace, providing a feel that is closer to pen and paper and  
 extremely responsive to hand gestures.

 The rotating tip allows users to adjust signal strength and optimize Stilo for devices with glass  
 or film screen protectors that may require different levels of sensitivity. The longer the Stilo tip,  
 the greater its signal strength. This provides broad compatibility, allowing Stilo to work with  
 more devices than its competition.

 POWER SWITCH AND LED INDICATOR
 The power switch turns the Stilo on and off. An LED indicator glows green when the Stilo is  
 powered on. When the LED turns red, it’s time to replace the battery.

 AAA BATTERY
 A fresh battery will last for one month of regular use or 10 hours of continuous use. Unlike  
 styluses with rechargeable batteries, there’s no downtime or waiting. To conserve battery life,  
 Stilo will automatically shut off after five minutes of non-use.

 PROTECTIVE CAP
 A plastic cap protects the fine tip when the Stilo is not in use, and fits neatly on to the top of 
 Stilo during use.

 Protective Cap AAA Battery1.9mm Fine Tip Power Switch & 
LED Indicator
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STILO – MODELS & PRICING

COLOR    BLACK   WHITE

Suggested 

Retail Price (USD)  $69.99   $69.99

Weight                   18 g (without AAA battery)      18 g (without AAA battery)  

Dimensions   143mm* Ø 12mm        143mm* Ø 12mm  

PRECISION FILM – SPECIFICATIONS

1.  Improved Traction for Stylus 
2.  Impact and Scratch Protection
3.  Anti Fingerprint Protection

Precision Film is available in various sizes to fit the following devices:

PRECISION FILM – MODELS & PRICING

TABLET IPAD 
4TH GEN

IPAD AIR 
+  

IPAD AIR 2 

IPAD MINI2 
+ 

IPAD MINI3  

SAMSUNG 
GALAXY 

10.5 

SAMSUNG 
GALAXY  

8.4

NEXUS 9 NEXUS 6

Suggested 
Retail 
Price (US)

$19.99 $19.99 $19.99 $19.99 $19.99 $19.99 $19.99
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REAL-WORLD USE CASES FOR STILO AND PRECISION FILM

We developed Stilo with the goal of bringing the natural experience of pen 
and paper to the digital world. Below are some examples of work done with 
the combination of Stilo and Precision Film that would be difficult and 
cumbersome to do with any other input device.

Annotations over presentations, text, 
reports, photos:

Flow charts, graphs, 
meeting notes:

Engineering and architectural 
sketches, concepts:
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Richer notes, including sketches, 
pictures, annotations, formulas, 
geometries:

 Signatures:

Languages with characters: Drawings:
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CONCLUSION

We think you’ll agree that the Stilo is a huge leap forward in fine-tip stylus pens in terms of universality, 
responsiveness, and precision. The combination of Stilo and Precision Film is truly the closest 
experience to pen and paper in today’s digital world. After experiencing what Stilo does, you’ll wonder 
how you ever lived without it.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about the Stilo or Precision Film. We hope 
that you enjoy using the Stilo on your tablet or smartphone as much as we did making it. 

Thanks much,

The Stilo team

For questions please contact:

jordi@stilopen.com
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